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                            About Ttago

                            Ttago is a brand of TTAGO TECHNOLOGY PVT. LTD. Specializing in
                                consulting and aggregating solar pv systems, lithium ion battery, lead acid battery
                                with an experience of over 2 mw of hands on installations in india we work
                                relentlessly to deliver sustainable, innovative and cost effective solutions with
                                the best industry practices at competitive prices. We work with team of architects,
                                engineers and electricians to provide our customers highly engineered turnkey solar
                                solutions for kw to mw scale projects.

                                With a diverse portfolio of services ranging from captive solar power farms,
                                off-grid and grid-tied solar energy systems suited for both domestic and commercial
                                use. We provide solutions for residential, commercial industries, schools, hospitals
                                and government buildings.

                                With a keen focus on continuously striving to maintain optimum service delivery and
                                quality while maintaining the best safety standards, we are, iso 9001:2015 and ISO,
                                IAF, BIS, CE, ROHS GMP, MSME certified.
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                            Ttago Vision

                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            

                            
                            	Better understand the investment you are looking to make for your home.
	To promote green building design for efficient use of energy in housing, commercial and industrial sector.
	Ensure that energy production, conversion and use is cost competitive
	Excellent Energy Security & Power Back-Up During Emergencies.
	Unlike generators, solar panels and battery storage systems don’t create noise pollution that will bother your neighbors.
	The photovoltaic technology will directly convert the sunlight into electricity, while the solar thermal technology will capture the heat of the sun.


                            

                                
                                    
                                        
                                        Sustainable Power Solution
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                            Ttago Mission 

                            
                            
                            

                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            

                            
                            	Our dream is to become the world’s best solar products in terms of quality, price, and performance
	To cater to the changing needs and demands of the customer.
	We are focusing on the innovation of new products. 
	We need the satisfaction of our customers by building a culture of trust, collaboration, and performance.
	To maintain the highest standards of quality, safety, and environmental sustainability.
	Prevent injury and ill health arising from activities, products, and services.
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            Battery Finder

        

        
            Your car’s battery is the backbone to your vehicle’s performance and so it is of
                utmost important to choose the right one. A top-notch battery for a car usually uplifts the mileage
                of your vehicle incredibly. If you are in the pursuit of a good-quality battery for cars you must go
                for ttago batteries purchase this robust and effective battery for a car.
                Ttago technology sells All type of batteries including CAR, Truck, MUV SUV, scooter, BUS, MUV MPV,
                LCV, Special Vehicle, Inverter, Mini Truck-SCV, motorcycle bike, MUV, VAN, GENSET, SUV, TRACTOR, and
                UTILITY Batteries We have more than 2200 vehicle brand listed in the Site including car battery
                investing in good batteries save you a lot of money and unnecessary headaches we deliver best
                batteries get your ttago battery and enjoy in long term.
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                        Dealer Locator

                    

                    
                        
                            Ttago assures you that technological innovations, and processes in all areas of the dealership. we stand up to our commitments to our customers. our motto is to build unique relationships, either with our customers, or business partners.
With the help of scalable solar power energy offered by Ttago, defining loyalty has become easier as well. It’s now a matter of being able to read the potential of our customers through our dealership skills and analyses. In this way, we assume ourselves as willful and true dealers.
                        

                    

                       
                        
                          
                            
                                Dealer State
                                Select State
Andaman and Nicobar Islands
Andhra Pradesh
Arunachal Pradesh
Assam
Bihar
Chandigarh
Chhattisgarh
Dadra and Nagar Haveli
Daman and Diu
Delhi-NCR
Goa
Gujarat
Haryana
Himachal Pradesh
Jammu and Kashmir
Jharkhand
Karnataka
Kenmore
Kerala
Lakshadweep
Madhya Pradesh
Maharashtra
Manipur
Meghalaya
Mizoram
Nagaland
Narora
Natwar
Odisha
Paschim Medinipur
Pondicherry
Punjab
Rajasthan
Sikkim
Tamil Nadu
Telangana
Tripura
Uttar Pradesh
Uttarakhand
West Bengal
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                                Select District
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            Automotive Batteries
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                Car & SUV Batteries
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                Tractor Batteries 

            


        

        

            
                
                    
                        About Car & Suv Batteries

                        Ttago technology manufactures automotive batteries which design to deliver maximum
                            current for a period of time. A rechargeable battery used to start an automobile is
                            known as an automotive battery or car battery. Its primary function is to supply an
                            electric current to the electric starting motor, which in turn ignites the internal
                            combustion engine that powers the vehicle's propulsion system. The battery continues to
                            power the car's electrical systems even after the engine has started, and as demand
                            rises and falls, the alternator charges the battery. 

                    

                    
                        Benefits of Car & Suv Batteries

                        	Reduce Maintenance
	Warranty and Replacement
	Longevity
                            
	Rechargeable 
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                        About Tractor Batteries

                        Ttago batteries are completely dependable when it comes to tractor batteries .Tractors
                            must navigate uneven terrain, rough roads, harsh operational environments, and extreme
                            climatic conditions. Ttago uses a hybrid alloy system to build commercial vehicle
                            batteries, ensuring that the battery can endure the harsh Indian environment and high
                            under-bonnet temperatures.

                    

                    
                        Benefits of Tractor Batteries

                        	Operate under all tropical
                                climatic
                                conditions
	Fitted with electrolyte reserve
                            
	The battery cables and housing
                                are
                                fully protected from acid fumes
                            
	  Pre-filled and pre-charged
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                Inverter Batteries
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                Solar Batteries
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                Lithium Batteries
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                E-Rickshaw Batteries

            

        

        

            
                
                    
                        About Inverter Batteries

                        An inverter battery is designed to function under a variety of conditions, including
                            climate change, severe temperatures, and protracted power outages. . Although an
                            inverter is necessary, however, the best battery for inverter is the ttago batteries.
                            The most crucial purchasing factor is inverter batteries because they can drastically
                            alter the type of output you receive. In order to have an uninterruptible power supply,
                            it is crucial to invest in the finest inverter battery for homes that supports the power
                            backup system. ttago technology, supply a large choice of inverter power solutions,
                            including the
                            best and most wide assortment of inverter batteries, and inverter systems.

                    

                    
                        Applications of Inverter Batteries

                        	Domestic Inverter / UPS System
                            
	Emergency Lighting
	Petrol Pump
                            
	Solar & Wind Power Storage
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                        About Solar Batteries

                        A solar battery is a device that you can add to your solar power system to store the
                            excess electricity generated by your solar panels. You can then use that stored energy
                            to power your home at times when your solar panels don't generate enough electricity,
                            including nights, cloudy days, and during power outages.

                    

                    
                        Applications of Solar Batteries

                        	Domestic Inverter / UPS System
                            
	Emergency Lighting
	Petrol Pump
                            
	Solar & Wind Power Storage
	Elevator Back Ups
	Hotel, banks & offices
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                        About Lithium Batteries

                        Lithium-based batteries have high round-trip efficiency, high energy and power density,
                            and a low self-discharge rate, and have been widely used in portable electronics. High
                            power density also makes lithium-ion batteries an option for powering electrical
                            vehicles.

                    

                    
                        Applications of Lithium Batteries

                        	Domestic Inverter / UPS System
                            
	Emergency Lighting
	Petrol Pump
                            
	Solar & Wind Power Storage
	Elevator Back Ups
	Hotel, banks & offices
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                        About E-Rickshaw Batteries

                        Ttago E-Rickshaw Batteries are available in 3 technological flavors to offer flexibility
                            and number of choice for the user. All of them are unique in their own state. It is
                            designed to deliver power yet remain alive for longer duration ever after extensive
                            discharges on daily basis.Ttago E-Rickshaw Batteries are extreme Deep Cycle batteries
                            which combines its unique material technology with generation ahead technology for the
                            Indian market.

                    

                    
                        Applications of E-Rickshaw Batteries

                        	Domestic Inverter / UPS System
                            
	Emergency Lighting
	Petrol Pump
                            
	Solar & Wind Power Storage
	Elevator Back Ups
	Hotel, banks & offices
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                    Energy storage capacity

                    Reliable green energy we are specialized in providing industry leading lithium iron phosphate batteries our batteries are recognized for their reliability, chemical stability and advanced technology. We providing extra ordinary customer experience, life time support and valuable resources and information to make your new system work exactly the way you envision.
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                    Fast Charging Battery 

                    We combine a material-agnostic approach based on asymmetric temperature modulation with a thermally stable dual-salt electrolyte to achieve charging of a 265 Wh kg?1 battery to 75% (or 70%) state of charge in 12 (or 11) minutes for more than 900 (or 2,000) cycles. This is equivalent to a half million mile range in which every charge is a fast charge.
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                    Rechargeable Battery 

                    Cycle life of rechargeable battery complete charges and discharges a rechargeable battery can be used before it no longer holds a charge. Discharging a battery to 50% and charging it up to 100% would only be counted as 1/2 life cycle. Our ttago battery has a longer shelf life and cycle life than the newer technologies.
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                    Making safety and standard a priority 

                    On top ttago battery compliance and UL9540A Testing Certification our manufacturing center, high-rate NESP lithium battery system. These attainments are essential, as we continue to demonstrate the importance of standards that evaluate the safety of battery. we are excited to be offering the new ttago High Power Lithium battery, the most energy-dense lithium ironphosphate product available on the market today.
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                    Certified lithium Battery 

                    We ensure lithium battery to meets industry safety and performance standards we serve high-performing, long-lasting and safe lithium iron phosphate battery we ensure you choose the right lithium battery & other equipment that will be in accordance with industry safety standards. We make sure you end up with a safe, secure sustainable product that meets your performance expectations.
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                Testimonials

                My heartiest appreciation for great work of ttago technology you guys has done replacing my
                    car batteries it was very prompt and courteous service. Customer care services helped me and
                    convinced me to go ahead with the order great job ttago technology keep the good work.
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                            Best prices, easy to choose product selector, platform to buy your car battery in seconds. I ordered a ttago battery for my car and got it fitted within 4 hours. Awesome guys! 

                            Abhishek Mishra
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                            Great Service, I really appreciate the quick response. I requested for exchanging my battery. But we had a problem with our battery; the mechanic provided required help to replace the battery. 

                            Manu Mishra
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                            We had a unique battery problem. Ttago technology helps us resolve our battery problems. Customer care service was much appreciated. Ttago did go the extra mile on our behalf 

                            Umesh Yadav
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                            Super excellent services very reasonable prices I placed order for battery in an hour i had my battery installed looking forward to you starting inverter batteries. I like the service s and activeness

                            Mr. Satyanand Tripathi
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                            I Got my car battery with in 2 hour amazing customer service great work ttago technology thanks a lot for taking care of order and prioritizing customer no doubt the price you offer is hard to match. 

                            Dharmendra
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                            As per the availability and location. They offer good rates as As per the availability and location. They offer good rates as compared to typical car battery dealers/retailers. I am happy after using 

                            Krishna
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                        Unit-1, 4th Floor Along Ayodhya Vijay Tower NH-28 Cp-1, Vikrant Khand, Gomti Nagar,
                            Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh 226010
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